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Release notes -- v2.208.498 
Highlights

El-2099: Evernote - Displays rate limit duration
Displays rate limit duration from provider in seconds

EL-2124: Adds forms endpoint to Pardot
Adds GET /forms and GET /forms/:id endpoint to Pardot

El-2280: OneDrive /folders/metadata hits wrong path for
newer api key/secrets

OneDrive /folders/metadata hits wrong path for newer API key/secrets

EL-1681 : Added new endpoint for Bullhorn Connector
Added new CorporateUser Endpoint to Bullhorn connector

EL-2377: brightTALK connector enhancements

Added a new field Webcast History exclusively on the SubscribersWebcastActivity

object.

Added a new field Activity Message exclusively on the SubscribersWebcastActivity

object.

(since
v2.208.441)



Added Country ISO Code, State Abbreviation, HubSpot Country Values fields to all

current BrightTALK Objects

El 2454: Enhance Eloqua to Add Visitors Endpoint and
Support Visitors Bulk

Enhance Eloqua to Add Visitors Endpoint and Support Visitors Bulk.

EL-2452: Moved javascript posthook to java for Intacct
connector

Removed posthook for intacct connector

EL-2427: Fixed Maximizer connector fields prepopulation
Removed default values for maximizer configuration fields

EL-2524: COs with numbers and dashes in the name
have odd behavior when working with
/bulk/{id}/{objectName} API

Fix - CO names having special characters - leads to many issues while performing bulk

operations

EL-2509: Maximizer account issues due to old models
/object

Maximizer account issues due to old models /object

EL-2490: Non Descriptive Service now error when
instance is sleeping

Developer instances sleep after sometime of inactivity. Throwing appropriate error when

a resource call fails.

EL-2446: Add /meetings endpoint for Sugar CRM v2
Added /meetings endpoint for Sugar CRM v2 with crud

EL-2256: Marketo Bulk Uploads for Custom Objects (HG
Data)



Added support for native bulk upload for custom objects

EL-2626: ZohoCRMV2 : x-searchable is missing for
accounts endpoint

Added the x-searchable fields for accounts end point

EL-2450: Deactivated the Sugar connector
Deactivated the Sugar connector

EL-2622: OneDrive Fails with Special Characters (K2)
Fix - OneDrive - Handling all Special Characters for OneDrive Folder/File Names

EL-2618: Bulk does not work for Engagements object -
HubspotCRM

Hubspot - Extended to support bulk download for engagements

EL-2648: Fixed "Invalid folder ID" Error When Special
Characters Are Used In The Folder Name for Amazons3

IBM-136: LBDocs: Removed multiple "id: 1" occurring in a
single object

Removed multiple/extra 
"id":
1  from LBDocs for fields that are not primary-key of

the object

EL-2704: Marketo - Extending marketo native bulk upload
for custom objects - by adding version 2

Fix - Marketo Bulk - Ability to upload custom-objects through Native Endpoints with bulk

version 2

IBM-137: Query params change and removed prehook in
Twitter

Removed prehook for POST /friendships  object in Twitter connector



EL-2325: Marketo - add custom object configuration API
(HG Data)

Added the following Api's to support marketo custom objects.create custom

objectupdate a custom objectadd fields to custom objectapprove a custom objectdiscard

a custom objectdelete a custom objectupdate a field for a custom objectdelete a/multple

field/fields for a custom objectget linkable objectsget dependent assets for custom

objectsdescribe a custom objectget field data types for custom object.


